PULSE PRODUCTIONS INC.
184005 TWP 580
ST. MICHAEL, ALBERTA
T0B-4B0
DJ & Videography: 1-780-919-9981
Photography & Photo Booth: 1-780-896-2365
Web: www.pulseproinc.com
Email: info@pulseproinc.com

PULSE PRODUCTIONS INC.
FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
Q: Do We Take Requests?
A: Absolutely! We take requests during the whole event. If your event is a wedding, and
someone requests a song that you have on our "Do Not Play" list, we will confirm with you
during the event if you still do not want us to play the requested song.
Q: Do We Have Back Up DJ’s?
A: Yes! We have at least 1 back up DJ just in case there is an emergency. We also carry back
up DJ equipment.
Q: How Much Experience Do We Have?
A: It varies from DJ to DJ but none of our DJ’s have less than 5 years of experience. We have
full confidence in our DJ’s to put on a great show, cater to the clients needs and to create a
unique and fun atmosphere.
Q: Is Pulse Productions Inc. Insured?
A: Definitely! We carry $2,000,000.00 liability insurance. We also carry audio and video
licensing (CONNECT Music Licensing) and we will acquire any additional licensing for events
done in Canadian National Parks.
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Q: Can We Be Interactive?
A: Yes! You get to choose how interactive we will be. From a low key approach where we will
make announcements and introductions to engaging and interacting with the crowd with
games and spot dances, the interaction level is totally up to you.
Q: What Gear Do You Use?
A: We use professional grade Nikon Camera's & Lenses. We also carry professional offcamera flash equipment for venues that are really dark. With regards to our DJ gear, we utilize
equipment from Pioneer, Denon, Yorkville, EV, JBL, Bose. We have audio systems that can
cater to any type of function ranging from 50 guests to 1000+ guests.
Q: Do You Have A Company Policy?
A: Absolutely! Pulse Productions Inc. follows this policy to the letter. Please navigate to our
Company Information page to view our policy.
Q: Do You Have Written Contracts?
A: Yes! We believe that having a written contract and invoice protects both Pulse Productions
Inc. and the client. It keeps us transparent so that there will be absolutely no surprises. We
email you a copy of the contract about 3-5 days before our initial meeting, and then we go
through it in detail during our initial meeting. The written contract is designed to keep
everyone on the same page.
Q: Does Pulse Productions Inc Travel?
A: ABSOLUTELY! WE LOVE TO TRAVEL. We have done numerous events in the Banff, Jasper,
Canmore, Calgary, Edmonton, Cranbrook, Saskatoon and pretty much everywhere in
between. We serve all of Alberta and parts of British Columbia and Saskatchewan. Please
contact us to see if we will come to you. PS: We do not charge anything extra for mileage
and/or accommodations.
Q: How Long Does It Take To Get Our Photo’s And Video’s?
A: It really depends on our work load and the time of year. We generally shoot to have the
final product out to you within 9-12 weeks.
Q: How Do I Book?
A: All you have to do is contact us. Please head on over to our contact page on our website
(www.pulseproinc.com) and send us a message or give us a call at 780-919-9981. Please try
to give as much information about your event as possible when filling out the contact form.
The more information, the better!
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